
A successful branding campaign produced bottom-
line results and a higher profile for this global firm.

                  on the television and you are bombarded with conflicting messages that    
                  image is everything and image is nothing. When you can get enough peo-
ple to catch your catch phrase like they catch a cold…get them to almost uncon-
sciously offer up "Whaassuup!" as a passing greeting…then somehow a beer is sold. 
Such is the state of American marketing. Tell them nothing and there is nothing to be 
believed…or disbelieved.
      Corporate branding, when successful, rises above the transient marketing and ad 
campaigns. Allan Cox, in his book Rediscovering Corporate Soul, summed it up: "Any 
corporation bent on distinctive performance over time needs to find its song and sing 
it–with power." When it comes to corporate branding, IT staffing firm Hall Kinion has 
discovered image may be nothing, but imagination is everything.
      San Jose-based Hall Kinion has been in the staffing business since 1993 and has 
grown from one to 31 locations in 20 major technology centers in the United States 
and England, adding recruiting resources in the Pacific Rim through its subsidiaries 
TKO and IPEX. Last November, the company was ranked among the Forbes "200 Best 
Small Companies in America" for the second consecutive year. Net revenues for the 
first quarter of 2000 exceeded $61.5 million.
      Despite its success, shortly after going public, the company faced an image prob-
lem. "We went public in 1997 at $15 a share," Vice President of Recruiting Services 
and Corporate Marketing Craig Silverman recalls. "The expectations were so high 
that, although we were doing well, our stock got beat up." By the first half of 1999, it 
was knocked down to $7.88 a share. Indeed, the IT staffing industry in general had 
taken a beating in 1998 and 1999 amid growing speculation that the staffing scene 
might not be quite so robust after the Y2K crisis passed.
      "We felt that we were being beat up by the industry, but we were not like every-
one else," Silverman says. Hall Kinion provides only IT staffing solutions, markets to 
no other industry sectors, and specializes in staffing Internet-based projects. Even 
before its branding campaign launched in September 1999, about 58 percent of the 
company’s placements were in the Internet sector, including software and hardware 
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                  vendors of technology and e-commerce, mass    
                  media, and Web design. "Our only focus is on    
                  high-tech research and development," Silverman 
says. "Our customers are not users of technology; they are 
the builders of technology."
      Having successfully carved its industry niche, Silver-
man says there was a nagging suspicion that the company 
just wasn’t being perceived 
accurately and uniformly 
by all its constituents: IT 
candidates, client compa-
nies, staff and potential 
staff, and public markets.
      According to Brand 
Era.com’s Nick Wreden, 
"No brand can be built without trust and loyalty." So it was 
only natural that Silverman turned to a trusted and loyal 
friend for advice. He remembers discussing the problem 
with his wife, Nanette, a former assistant to Apple CEO 
Steve Jobs, a master at creating corporate image. "I asked 
her what Steve Jobs would do, and she said that, whatever 
it was, it would be a big, bold, marketing solution."
      Coincidentally, Hall Kinion CEO Brenda Rhodes also had 
discussed the problem with her spouse, Silverman says. "We 
all started thinking the same thing. We had to create a brand, 
invest in that brand, and differentiate ourselves from the rest 
of the industry."
      A core executive team worked with outside consultants
 to precisely define their corporate identity and came up 
with a new tagline: "The talent source for the Internet 
economy." The company turned 
to a trusted and loyal design firm 
that helped establish the Hall 
Kinion image in 1993 to provide a 
new integrated design program to 
match its core values. Energy 
Energy Design of Los Gatos was a 
small shop, Silverman says, "but 
had always given us very personal 
and highly creative service."
      Leslie Guidice, creative direc
tor and principal of Energy 
Energy, says the driving force 
behind the new image was simple: 
"Hall Kinion wanted to look more 
like the people they were doing 
business with." The company and 
the staffing industry had come a 
long way since 1993 when, she 
remembers, "the corporate name 
Hall Kinion was developed literal-
ly sitting in the owner’s living 
room." A brand worksheet was
 completed so that the look and 
feel of its new image would match 
with Hall Kinion’s core values. 
"The image had to take into 
account the tangible benefits and 

the emotional benefits that people see within the organizat-
ion," Guidice says.
   Energy Energy infused movement into a new corporate logo 
and developed an integrated image campaign that reflected the 
demographic profile of today’s Internet technologist. The old 
HK logo was a parquet of hunter green, purple, amber, and 
white combined with the corporate name in all capital letters 

and underscored by the tagline, "The Staffing Solutions 
People." The effect was established and conservative.
     The new logo is a neon orange, green, and purple design 
of kinetic spheres moving and intersecting in three dimens-
ions. It is combined with the corporate name in all lower-
case, sans-serif type, and the new tagline. The design may 
look like electrons smashing about, but Guidice says, "It also 
represents the movement of people from one point to another 
and from one market to another. That’s really what they [at 
Hall Kinion] are: market makers."
     Print ads were developed with motion in mind and the 
words "speed" and "talent" as tie-in themes. "In the IT 
staffing industry that’s what’s important," Guidice says, 
"who has the best talent and who can deliver it the fastest." 
Branding requires a consistency of message no matter who 
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                  the target is, and the new ads, whether aimed at 
                  corporate clients, prospective candidates, or  
                  potential HK staff, look virtually identical. "Hall 
Kinion has always advertised by appealing to candidates as 
its number one target," Guidice says, "and that is how it 
attracts corporate clients. They both really want the same 
thing–the best candidates possible."
      The ads are placed in carefully targeted publications, 
Silverman says, but the image is also communicated in some 
unconventional ways. Movie theater ads are used extensively. 
A fleet of bright neon Volkswagen bugs with the new HK 
logo were turned over to company executives to use as "mov- 
ing billboards." To connect with speed at a physical level, the 
new logo has even been displayed over the wheel wells of 
race cars in Daytona and Winston Cup races. Of course the 
usual assortment of gimme shirts, caps, mousepads, stress 
balls, and so on are distributed liberally by Hall Kinion staff. 
"They have this huge sales force, so they have an automatic 
delivery system for their message," Guidice points out.
      Both internal and public integrated collateral materials 
fanned the flames of imagination of Hall Kinion staff. The 
new corporate brochure won a Gold Addy award for design. 
The company Web site was overhauled. HK offices were 
painted bright green and orange. Even the corporate dress 
code was updated to include "HK casual," consisting of 
slacks and new logo golf shirt.
      When the new branding campaign was rolled out, HK 
agents were asked to visit clients with the new promotional 
products, Silverman says. "We had over 10,000 face-to-face 
company visits during the rollout."
      How do you measure the success of an image? Hall Kinion 
stock rose from $7 to $14 a share only 14 days after the brand- 
ing campaign rollout, Silverman says. The stock climbed to 
$40 a share by August and net revenues for the second quarter 
of 2000 were up 80 percent. Net profits were up 120 percent 

     More importantly, Silverman says, "We believe we had a 
successful campaign because our clients understand us a lot 
better than they did before and they see us differently."
     Branding is an ongoing process, and Hall Kinion is working 
on a second tier to be rolled out this fall, Silverman says. The 
new initiative will feature "HK Equity Edge," a program in 
which HK will negotiate with clients for stock options for 
prospective candidates.
     An image is nothing unless it captures the imagination. 
Corporate change may be nurtured from the top, but always 
happens at the grassroots level, Cox says.
     "The biggest advantage we had in creating a brand," 
Silverman says, "was that it was something the staff fell in 
love with. The power of them taking that out to the field was 
awesome."
     "Our clients and contractors have all commented about 
our cool new look as well as our focus on Internet projects," 
says Seattle-based Hall Kinion Technical Recruiting Agent 
Christa Dahlke. "It’s a bonus to be able to sell to our candi-
dates that 75 percent of our projects are with cutting-edge 
Internet/e-commerce companies. HK is always one step 
ahead of our competition."
     Brian Empey, a Canadian embedded systems specialist, is 
represented by Dahlke in several Seattle-area contracts. "It’s 
not just a job to her," says Empey. "She’s just like me…her 
job spills over into her private life to the point where there is 
no real distinction there." 
     Gestalt psychiatrist Arnold Beisser theorized change occurs 
\as a paradox "when we become more fully who we are, not 
what we are not," and that may well be the secret to successful 
branding. Says Silverman, "It somehow united the Hall Kinion 
team and got everybody marching to the same tune."
     Now that sounds like good soul music.
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